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Sadie Hasler

Boobs are great...but
they don’t belong in
a national newspaper
Writer Sadie is Regional Press Awards columnist of the year
glamour modelling. We all get our
I’M not sure what I’m more cross
kicks from different things. That’s
about. The fact the Sun tricked us,
fine – erotic images are a natural
or that it was only revealed it had
and vital part of our highly
tricked us right after I had written
sexualised race. I would also like
a column praising it. I had used
to state that I ruddy love boobs.
the very witty line “Lorks! No
(They are marvellous, aren’t they?)
More Norks!” Of course I was
But boobs must be
cross.
contextualised properly. Bare
Call me cynical, but when I
boobs don’t belong in the national
heard there was to be no more
press for people with working
Page 3, I picked up the Sun and
retinas of all ages and beliefs to be
turned to page four. Something
able to see everywhere every day.
didn’t quite sit right. I thought
Placing affable topless women
surely that haemorrhoid-faced old
next to “the news” sends out
Aussie wouldn’t bow to pressure
messages to sharp, bright and
from a feminist campaign, surely
savvy people, as much as it does to
he’d think outside the box, and
vulnerable, naive and downright
simply move his girls to another
stupid people. The message that
page.
women are fleshy commodities
He, of course, had other plans.
and not people with opinions or a
But before that was revealed, I
better place within the news itself
read these tweets from former
cannot fail to sink in slowly over
Page 3 models, which made me a
time.
bit sad.
The Page 3 models don’t
Former topless model,
need protecting. That is
now bodybuilder and
The No
not the point of the No
personality, Jodie
More Page 3
Marsh said: “SoMore
Page
3
campaign.
called feminists
The damage isn’t
really annoy me.
campaign is
being done to the
Telling girls they
about
bigger
poor defenceless
shouldn’t do page 3
models being
is NOT being a
things than
objectified.
feminist; women
Kaylee from
It is the women
should do
who see these boobs in
WHATEVER they
Hull’s
32DDs
the newsagents and
want!!”
perceive them as the
Former topless model,
height of our value who need to
now TV regular and devoted
be protected. It is the women who
mum Nicola McLean said: “I don’t
feel sad about their own bodies
think it is outdated. I think the
every minute of every day and
girls still look fantastic on the
unempowered and uninspired by
page, they still clearly enjoy what
their opportunities and doubtful of
they are doing, people still want to
their potential.
see it.”
It is the men and boys who form
Note: They are now credited as
unrealistic expectations of
being “former” Page 3 models.
women, who could be forgiven for
They seldom, if ever, get their
forming worrying generalisations
bangers out. Because they don’t
about girls and sex and
have to. They have other work that
relationships.
fulfils them more as women.
They’re the people who should
And they are rather missing the
be protected by a bit of thoughtful,
main point, the poor loves.
responsible, kind, and logical
It is not about Page 3 girls and
placing.
their girls, or how good they look.
And if the Times was in on the
It is about bigger things than
pathetic trick that all this rot was
Kaylee from Hull’s 32DDs.
I don’t think there is anything
over then it should be ashamed of
wrong with making your money in
itself.

‘

 Positive image – one of the This Girl Can campaign adverts

Campaign aims to
teach women that
fitness can be fun

I

f you have ever felt
intimidated about
joining a gym because
you don’t fit into the
“gym bunny” mould,
fear not.

A new campaign is
encouraging women to forget
what they look like in a crop
top and focus on having fun
exercising.
This Girl Can campaign is
a celebration of active
women everywhere and
proves that whatever your
size, ability or previous
experience, sport can be a fun
and enjoyable part of your
life.
Slogans in the ad campaign
include “Sweating like a pig,
feeling like a fox” and “I kick
balls, deal with it”.
Sport England researched
into why women aren’t
exercising and discovered it

By LOUISE
HOWESON

louise.howeson@nqe.com

is the fear of judgment that’s
holding us back. In Essex, 30
per cent of women are taking
part in one 30-minute session
of sport per week, which falls
behind the 40 per cent of men
who do so.
Reasons for not exercising
ranged from a fear of getting
sweaty in front of people,
believing they’re not fit or
good enough, and not having
the right equipment.
Active Essex has been
addressing these concerns
since 2011 through the Active
Essex She (Sport Health
Education) programme for
women and girls.
This week Chelmsford City
Council has launched
WoMEn Time in Essex.

Activities include swimming,
badminton, netball, fitness
classes, self defence and
parkour to name a few.
The scheme will run at the
South Woodham Ferrers
Leisure Centre and there will
be free taster sessions at
Writtle College with
discounted prices on courses.
WoMEn Time is the Essex
branch of the This Girl Can
campaign, which has been
funded through a grant from
Sport England.
 To find out more, visit
thisgirlcan.co.uk and
womentime.co.uk
 Active Women are femaleonly sessions that run in
Southend, Castle Point,
Canvey and Basildon.
Weekly activities include
hula fitness, Zumba, yoga,
boxercise and many more.
Visit activelife.uk.com for
details.

I’ve overcome my fear of swimming
JEN Mock’s fear of
swimming stayed with her
from her school days to
adulthood.
She used to be so
frightened during swimming
class at school she would
drag her feet along the
bottom of the pool.
“My feet would be
bleeding sometimes after the
class, but I was too scared to
lift up my feet,” explains Jen.
Jen was intimidated about
learning to swim and
exercising, because she did
not want to feel exposed and
judged.
When her son Ryan, 10,

showed signs of being scared
of swimming, she knew it
was time to put her fears to
rest.
By joining an Active
Essex She allwomen swimming
group last
summer, she
managed to face
her fears head
on.
Jen, 35, says:
“I was terrified
the first time I
went to a session,
but by the end I felt
great. Rosie, our instructor,
was in the pool with us and

encouraging us. It was
nothing like it was at school
when teachers would shout
and even threaten to push
me in.”
Jen, left, signed up to
a discounted rate of
four swimming
sessions for £10.
Within seven weeks,
she had learnt how
to swim.
“I was crying
during the session
when I swam by
myself. It was such a big
achievement for me and
something I never thought I
would do.”
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Enjoy a glass or two
after work? You could
be sleep-walking into
an alcohol problem...

M

ost of us have
experienced the
relief of that
first glass of
wine after a
stressful day.

It can ease us into our
evening routine of cooking
dinner and looking after the
family.
But what about when a
harmless glass of wine
becomes two, three or four?
It is surprising easy to slip
into bad habits with

By LOUISE
HOWESON

louise.howeson@nqe.com

drinking. One in six British
women are developing health
problems caused by alcohol
and nearly a quarter (24 per
cent) admitted in an NHS
survey in 2012 that they had
drunk more than twice the
lower-risk guidelines in the
previous week.
The Government
guidelines for drinking for

‘

women are two to three units
a day, a maximum of 21 per
week, for women.
One standard-size glass of
wine alone equates to
2.3 units.
And there are serious
health implications as well
with around 15 per cent of
breast cancer cases linked to
alcohol and one in six UK
women developing some sort
of health problem associated
with drinking, while liver
disease deaths have risen 20
per cent in a decade.

I missed Boxing Day dinner round
Mum’s...I knew enough was enough
KELLY Jackson, 26, from
Basildon, knows how easy it
is to slip into bad drinking
habits.
She writes a blog titled
Confessions of a Sober Essex
Girl about her attempts to
cut out alcohol in January.
She currently consumes no
alcohol units a week, but
prior to cutting out the booze
she would drink around 22
units per week.
Kelly says: “My biggest
temptation to drink has
always been when I get in
from work on a Friday night
and I have a glass of wine.
“It’s usually when I sit
down to blog and I enjoy a
drink at that time so I can
unwind.”
However, Kelly found her
drinking habits escalated and
she was drinking more and
more.
“I used to get through
one or two bottles of
Prosecco, but that
would be drunk in one
night.”
Kelly decided enough
was enough last
January when she gave
up alcohol and started the
blog.
“I wanted to stop drinking
and by blogging about it, it
kept me on the straight and
narrow. I have continued
blogging throughout the year
and I have 50,000 Twitter
followers who follow the blog.
It’s obviously touched on
something that affects a lot
of women.
“I only write about giving

It is easy to get
into the habit of
drinking every
night when you
get in from work

 Night out – Kelly before
cutting out the booze
up alcohol once a year, but
those posts are very popular.
I have started video blogging
now too, so I can’t really be
drunk while I’m doing that.”

Although Kelly says that
she and her friends don’t go
out a lot, they are still in
danger of going over the
alcohol limits.
She says: “It is easy to get
into the habit of drinking
every night when you get in
from work. It becomes second
nature and you crave it.
“Me and my friends don’t
really go out on boozy nights
out anymore we are more
likely to go and visit each
other for some wine.
However, when we totted it
up we found that we were all
over the recommended
guidelines on alcohol.”
Last year Kelly could not
resist one last binge before
she went teetotal.
“On Boxing Day I was so
hungover I didn’t make it to
my mum’s for dinner. I didn’t
even realise – I was ill and I
just slept right through. I
realised then enough was
enough.
“It’s weird, but when
you don’t drink at all you
don’t crave it. If you’re
trying to lose weight, the
alcohol calories do really
add up.”
Kelly finds it hard to fit a
social life around not
drinking.
“When I stop drinking, I
also stop socialising, so I
haven’t yet found a happy
medium.
“But when I do start
drinking again in February, I
will be more aware of
savouring the drink and
cutting down overall.”
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 Booze-free
blogger –
Kelly
Jackson
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Sadie Nine
RIP laptop...you can
join the technology
cemetery in the attic
BBC Essex radio presenter
terabyte, gnat bite – what?
MY laptop has died. It had been
Windows 7 or 8, touchpad, screen?
poorly for a while and has finally
We tried the online sites, but didn’t
sent its last tweet.
really know what we were looking
It had a nasty virus recently that
for and needed to speak to a
stopped it from doing its work
human. Difficult. I’m terrible at
properly – a bit like “Man Flu”. It
making decisions – this could take
had been hacked – poor thing – and
forever.
had sent copious emails to my
So, I spoke to our wonderful
friends telling them I was lost in
engineer at work, but even he
Morocco and could they send me
couldn’t work his magic on our
some money. “Just tell me your
old machine, so we trekked along
bank account details and I will
to a computer store to see if they
repay you…”
could revive it.
It became so old and slow I could
And that is when the costs went
complete a entire game of four-set
up faster than my laptop could
Spider Solitaire before it had
have added up even in its prime –
loaded Facebook. It turned its nose
£50 to send it away to be looked at
up to my eBay account and deleted
then probably about £120 to repair
emails it didn’t like. It was old and
the connection. £100 for a new
crotchety, but still I struggled on,
touchpad, £80 to clean it up.
nursing it and trying to overlook
Whoa. It didn’t cost much
its annoying ways.
more than that new.
I even found a way to
Time to get a new
stick with it when the
I felt bad
laptop. So, we chose one
touchpad stopped
when
I
there and then. Yes.
working. I felt bad
Decision made. It was
when I screamed at
screamed
a decent price –
it at the top of my
at
it
and
reduced by £200. I was
voice and
happy. I don’t think I
threatened to throw
threatened
needed to be able to
it out of the window.
to throw it
store 500,000 photos,
It wouldn’t have
known – the battery
out of the but you never know.
Then came the
would have run out
window “extras”.
Security, Word,
long before it hit the
cloud, Skype, insurance,
ground. Calm down and
Windows, doors, patios….. Finally,
carry on.
copying everything from the old
Then, as I was typing out my
hard-drive onto my new, “not too
column last week, the mains lead
expensive”, laptop.
just dropped out never to connect
Did I want my old laptop wiped
again. We wiggled it, tried other
clean? No. For some reason I want
leads, Husband Al got out his
to take it home and stick it up in
torch to have a look into the
the attic with our other machines
connection – why do men love
that have served us well. It’s like a
torches? All to no avail. We
resting place for old technology. It
shouted at it, shook it and finally
will join a fax machine, tower
accepted our laptop, that cost a lot
computer, VHS recorder, Betamax,
not a lot of time ago, needed
8-track player and a rebox machine
professional help.
– remember those?
I called the friendly computer
One day this new laptop – that
expert in our village to be told it
would probably cost more to repair
cost a fortune – will join them in
the input, touchpad and clean it up
the loft, but, till then, I’ll promise
than a new one would cost. Blast.
to delete no-longer-needed files,
That meant that we had to find
clean it up regularly and treat it
another laptop. What a palaver.
gently. But no doubt it’ll be
Where do you start? What did I
threatened with a flight out of the
window sometime in the not too
need? What make is best? How
distant future.
many megabytes, gigabytes,

‘

Look cool
while you’re
working up
a sweat...


 Padded
lightweight
jacket, £29.99;
outdoor tights,
£29.99; running
backpack,
£24.99 hm.com

STYLE
MONITOR

 M&S Collection
reflective jacket,
£55 marksand
spencer.com

Give those fitness efforts a boost with some cool new gear.
KATIE WRIGHT reveals ways to sweat it in style.

S

ince the dawn of time,
or at least since the
dawn of the gym, New
Year’s resolution lists
have invariably
included a pledge to get fit.

Sticking to that pledge – as most
of us know from personal
experience and countless surveys
attest, year after year – is a
different thing altogether.
Clearly, we need all the help we
can get. Now you could take
psychologists’ advice and

document your progress publicly,
which apparently makes you less
likely to give up in the face of peer
pressure.
Or, you could try a more
enjoyable incentive, and trick
yourself into looking forward to
your workouts with some cool
new gym kit.
Whether you’re venturing
outdoors or have signed up to a
new class, we’ve got the
sportswear that will help you
power through those motivation
dips in style...

 Monster
iSport Intensity
waterproof
headphones,
£80 qvcuk.com
 Purple training
top with built-in
support, £14.99
tkmaxx.com

 Nike Diamond
armband, £25
johnlewis.com

RHIANNON LAGDEN, 18,
from Southend, is studying the
Fashion Design Level 3
Diploma at South Essex
College.

 Adidas
Supernova
Glide Boost
(customisable),
from £115
adidas.com

What are you wearing?
A fluffy jacket from Miss Selfridge, a
Primark jumper, trousers from
Topshop and Dr Martens boots.
What is your most inspiring era?
The Eighties – I wear a lot of my
mum’s old clothes. You could say
she is my fashion idol.

 Adrenaline Iso-Viz
jacket, currently reduced
to £34.99 from £69.99
mountainwarehouse.com

 Hawk Extreme
women’s waterproof
boots, currently reduced
to £69.99 from £139.99
mountainwarehouse.com

 Proskins slim
high-waisted
black leggings,
£60 proskins.co

What is the biggest fashion fail a
person can make?
Leopard print – I can’t stand anything
trashy. The look has to be done really
well and with class to pull off that
pattern.
What item of clothing could you not
live without?
I love a good coat – it can really change
an outfit. My mum kept a lot of her old
coats from the Eighties and I adore
wearing them.
What’s your most expensive item?
A pair of Jimmy Choo shoes – they’re
massive gold chunky wedges. I love
them, but I don’t really wear them a
lot. I’m thinking about selling them
actually, as they were really expensive.

 Be An Athlete ladies’ vest, £38, and
ladies’ shorts, £45 baaclothing.com

 Osprey Tempest 9,
£64.99 runnersneed.com
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What is the best style tip you’ve been
given?
Simplicity and sophistication are key.

 Reebok ZCut TR, £70 reebok.co.uk
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Are you putting off
making changes to
your life? I can help

D

o you ever want
to make big
changes in your
life but feel like
there’s something
blocking you?
Rachanaa Jain believes
she has the key to getting
people to achieve their
dreams and stop
procrastinating.
She says: “We all put
things off for a number of
different reasons, maybe
deep-rooted fears or
imagined obstacles, but
there are ways to get
focused again and make
changes in your life.”
The NLP practitioner and
reiki master specialises in
getting people out of a rut,
whether it’s their career,
money problems or
personal life.
She says: “I advise people
to visualise their goals. If
it’s in the lead-up to an
event, then visualise it the
day before or night before
and it will get into their
subconscious mind.
“Through NLP therapy
and other spiritual
practices, I am able to help
people break the cycle.”
Rachanaa has written a
book on the subject called
Procrastination Leads to No
Destination, priced at
£24.99, which is available to

By LOUISE
HOWESON

louise.howeson@nqe.com

buy on her website
rachanaajain.com
She says: “It is a step by
step guide to how people
can stop procrastinating
and achieve their goals.”
Rachanaa knows
first-hand what it feels like

‘

I used the
opportunity to
focus on my
spirituality.
I learnt
everything I
know because
of the situation
I was in

to be in a crossroads in life.
She says: “I grew up in
Mumbai in India and I
wanted to study in the UK.
But I kept putting it off and
putting it off.
“I was comfortable at
home with my family and I
was scared to make a
change and kept thinking of
reasons why not to move.”
Eventually, Rachanaa did
move to the UK to study.
“When I did come to
study in the UK, I did find I
missed my family a lot and I
was quite lonely,” says the
trained account manager.
“However, I used the
opportunity to focus on my
spirituality.
“I learnt everything I
know because of the
situation I was in.”
Rachanaa, 30, is the
founder of Devine
Messages, which specialises
in business and life
coaching.
She conducts workshops
in the UK, India and online.
Rachanaa, who lives in
Wickford, says: “The three
areas of their life people
tend to ask me about are
their career, relationships
and health.”
Five per cent of the
proceeds of Rachanaa’s
book sales will be donated a
charity called Give India.

Who we’re loving this week...

 Stop procrastinating –
Rachanaa wants to help
people make positive
changes to their lives

In Essex

In the UK

And abroad

SOUTHEND girl and the Voice
star Leanne Jarvis is getting
ready to tread the boards in
West End hit Godspell.
Leanne has been cast in the
UK tour alongside former
Sugababe Jade Ewen and
X Factor’s Andy Abraham.
Leanne, 26, said: “I can’t
believe I have been cast in such
a fantastic production so soon. I
can’t wait to start.”

CRESSIDA Bonas, who once
famously dated Prince Harry,
could be set to star in the
popular TV series Downton
Abbey.
The 25-year-old is said to have
been in talks with series creator
Julian Fellowes about a possible
role. A source said: “While it
was a very informal chat, Julian
was said to be hugely
impressed with her.”

DOLLY Parton is working on a
series of TV movies based on
her life and music.
Robert Greenblatt, who
produced 9 To 5: the Musical on
Broadway, said: “I had lunch
with her a couple of months
ago and she said, ‘You know, I’d
love to see if there’s some
movies we can develop out of
the stories I’ve been writing
about’.”
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Brit pack led the way
at the Golden Globes
...you can get the look

W

hen it comes to
edgy looks, us
Brits have
always led the
way and so it
came as no surprise that the
actresses causing a stir with
hair and fashion at the
Golden Globes were
English.

While the Americans,
including Amy Adams, Cindy
Crawford, Jessica Chastain
and Dakota Johnson, all opted
for flattering long waves, the
Brit pack found cool ways to
wear the braid.
Emily Blunt had a softly
braided bohemian look while
Joanna Froggatt, star of
Downton Abbey, went for a
full-on braided headband with
loose bits of hair framing her
face. The look was young and
fresh and totally right for the
event.
So, if you are looking for
hair inspiration, take a look at
what the big hitters wore on
the red carpet. To start you
off, this week Billie Melford, of
Taylors Hair Salon, in High

 Braided style – Downton
Abbey’s Joanna Froggatt
Street, Rayleigh, takes you
through the braided
headband, as worn here by
Joanna Froggatt. Taylors
apprentices are trained by
Central Hairdressing
Academy, in Southend, the
largest provider of NVQ Level
2 hairdressing training in the
country.
Start by putting your hair
into a central parting and take
the parting down to the back
of your head, stopping around

the middle of the back of the
head. Next, loosen some pieces
of hair around the hairline to
gently frame the face before
you begin plaiting the hair on
each side.
Once you have completed
the plaits, take each one up
toward the centre of the head
and pin carefully in the
middle, taking care to hide the
join so it looks like one
continuous plait.
Finally, using ceramic
straighteners, wave the loose
pieces along the hairline so
that they gently fall across the
face. A spritz of strong hold
hairspray such as
Schwarzkopf’s Silhoutte Hair
Spray will ensure your look
stays red carpet ready the
whole night.
 To find out more about
starting a career in
hairdressing or barbering, or
trying out a three-month
traineeship, call 01702 333262
or visit centralhairdressing
academy.com. To find out
more about Taylors, visit
taylors-salon.co.uk or call
01268 745744.
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